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CHAPTER I 
IN'mODUCTION 
This study is an attempt to discover the relationship between articula-
tion and auditory discrimination in kindergarten children. It is part of a group 
project in which eleven graduate students constructed a test in five forms to 
measure auditory discrimination of kindergarten children. Two other theses were 
written by the group. One explains how the test of auditory discrimination was 
constructed and analyzes the results of four forms each of which was given to 
l 
fifty children. The other is a compilation of materi.als for teaching consonants 
2 
and vowels in reading and speech. 
This study consisted of the administration and analysis of data of tests of 
articulation and auditory discrimination given to two hundred kiDiergarten child-
ren. These tests were the Boston University Speech Sound Discrimination and 
Articulation Tests and the Form I of the Boston University Auditory Discrimination 
Test tor Reading Readiness and Speech Development. They were given in Waltham, 
Newton, Hingham, Watertown, Winchester, and Needham, Massachusetts. 
Justification for the study.-- Previous studies in the field of reading 
have shown that auditory discrimination is an important factor for success in 
beginning reading. In the field ot speech, it has been felt that ability to 
recognize separate sounds in words may have some effect on acquiring correct 
speech. However, studies of the relationship between speech sound discrimination 
and articulation have been sufficiently incon.sistent as to warrant further study. 
l Hazel E. Hurvitz and Theresa F. Ravanagh, Construction and Evaluation of Keaa-
ures of Identification of Sound Elements in Words in Kindergarten, unpublished 
ld.K. Thesis, Boston University, 1953. 
2 Helen Corbett, et. al., :Me.terials~for Teaching Consonants and Vowels in Reading 
and Speech, Unpublished ld.M. Thesis, Boston University, 1953. 
2 
l 
In 1952 Dumbleton made a study of articulation ability, speech sound discrimina-
tion, reading ability, and auditory discrimination among first grade children. 
He found that children with poor articulation were "consistently poorer than the 
Whole group in all other aspects tested• and that the greatest difference was in 
speech sound discrimination. Since his study was done at the first grade level, 
the children tested had had some training in auditory discrimination. In the pre-
-
sent study an attempt is made to find the relationship between articulation and 
auditory discrimination at the kindergarten level where no formal training in 
auditory discrimination has been given. 
Definition of terms.-- In this study Articulation is used to mean the produe-
tion of the individual sounds. 
The term Auditory Discrimination is used to mean the ability to sound elements 
at the beginning or ending of words. 
The term Speech Sound Discrimination is used to mean the ability to discrim-
inate between pairs of phonetically balanced words with a differing single phoneme. 
An Auditory Analysis o:f the consonants is used in grouping them "acecrding 
to the manner in which they are heard. For example, .R. and~ are called plosive 
2 
sounds because an explosion is heard when they are produced.• The following 
3 
auditory analysis of consonant sounds presented by Pronovost is used: 
Plosives: Unvoiced 
p .R_an 
t top 
k kick 
Voiced 
b boy 
d dog 
g .£irl 
Nasals: Voiced 
m man 
n .a_ap 
.!) si_y, 
l Charles F. Dumbleton, et.al., An Analysis of the Relationship Between Speech and 
Readin Abilities of Four Hundred and TWent -five First-Grade Children, Unpublished 
Ea.~ esis, Boston University, 1952. 
2 Wilbert L. Pronovost, •skills Instruction in Speech Work,• Tenth Conference 
on Elementary Education, Boston University, July 11-22, l949.(Revised, September, 
1951), p. a. 
3 Ibid., P• 9. 
-
• 
Fricatives: Unvoiced Voiced Semi-vowels: Voiced 
h home w will 
f face v vase j zes 
8 think fJ them ll:,og 
hw where J plea.!_ure rrun. f she dJiobn 
-t.[ ~ip z zoo Combination: Voiced 
soon ju J!Se 
The ter.ms voiced and unvoiced refer to presence or absence of vocal cord 
vibration. The general characteristics of each group are summarized by Jair-
1 
banks as follows: 
•Nasal consonants- Emission of sound is nasal, oral emission 
being entirely precluded; all three are voiced. 
Plosive consonants- Involve typically a stoppage, then an ex-
plosion of the breath, although the explosive phase is sometimes ab-
sent in American speech; occur in three voiced and voiceless pairs, 
the members of each pair having substantially identical positions 
and movements. 
Semi=vowel consonants- Vowel-like, both perceptually and physio-
logically. 
Fricative consonants~ Chracteristic quality produced by forcing 
air through a restricted opening." 
1 Grant Fairbanks, Voice and Articulation DrUlbook, New York, Harper & 
Brothers, 1940, p. 51. 
3 
CHAPTER II 
PRO CF.DURE 
This study is an attempt to discover the relationship between articulation 
and auditory discrimination in kindergarten children. The following tests were 
administered: 
The individual articulation test used-was the same devised by and used in 
1 
the Dumbleton study. The test was made up of picture identification. The pic-
2 
tures were cut from The Little Golden Dictionary and used to represent forty-
si:x sounds of ::ED.glish. 'J.'welve different soundsand twelve different blends were 
checked. Eight were checked on initial, medial, and final positionlo The child-
ren were asked to name the pictures presented. The examiner listened to the child's 
articulation and recorded any errors on the score sheet. 
A detailed evaluation of results can be found in Chapter III of this thesis. 
The score sheet and instructions may be found in the Appendix. 
The individual SJ:eech sound diserimine.ti~n test was the same test used in 
3 
the Dumbleton study. Pictures representing pairs of phonetically balanced 
words w1 th differing single phoneme were shown to the child and the name of one 
of the pictures was pronounced by the tester. The child was asked to point to 
the picture of the articulated word as he heard and comprehended it. 
1 Charles F. Dumbleton, .2l!.!. ~· 
2 Miry Reed, The Little Golden Dictionary, New York, Simon-Shuster, 1949, 
PP• 1-94. 
3 Charles F. Dumbleton, ~ .£.!h..v 
4 
A detailed anal1BiS and evaluation ot this ~est will be found in Chapter IV • 
. The score sheet and ins~rucUons may be tomd in ~he AppeJJ.dix. 
!he audiiory discrimina~ion of soUJJ.d el.-nts tes11 was a new test construc11e4 
l 
tor this study. The procedure tor developing the test is described in Rur?itz. 
!he present study used :rorm I of the test. Sounds inclllled in J'o:rm I were selected 
to represent the several auditory areas. 'rhey are sounds which occur trequen11l;r 
in reading and which represent sounds which are both easy and difficult in the 
articulation ot kindergarten childr~. The sounds used were: 
Initial & final p 
Initial & final a 
Initial & final t 
Initial & final s 
Initial r 
In this test, the sound is taught before it is tested. Th.e first step in teach-
ing was to draJ118tize it by presenting U alone in a •aningtul. draatized situa-
tion. Next the teacher emphasized visual, auditory, and kinesthetic clues in 
producing the sound. Children Jllade the soUJJ.d noticing these clues. '!hen the 
teacher presented the sound in words by saying words that began (or ended) w111h 
the sound being tested while the childran listened tor the soUDd.. Th.ey rel)Oated 
the words after the teacher. In the next exercise, that of auditory discrimina-
tion, the teacher presented a series of tour words, one ot which did not begin 
(or end) w1 th the soUJJ.d being tested. Children listened to identity the word·s 
that did begin (or end) with the sound being tested. They raised their hands 
when they heard such a word. 'lhen a sample test item was preeanted. 
'!'he test tor each soUJJ.d consisted of one page containing tour rows with tour 
pictures in each row. Three of the pictures in each row represented words which 
began (or ended) With the sound being tested. The other picture in each row re-
presented a word which did not begin (or and) with the soUJJ.d being tested. !he 
1 Hazel L Hurvitz and 'l'heresa :r. Kavanagh, .2R.!,. cU., P• 2~. 
teacher dictated the words w1:Jj ch the pictures repx·esented end the children were 
directed to mark only t!J.o,se wh:ioh began (or ended) with the sound being tested., 
6 
In selecting the wo:rd in eac~h row that would net begin (or e.nd) with the 
sound being tested~ the auditory characteristics of the sound were kept in mind. 
In the sample row and the first ar.d .second rows 9 the different word was selected 
so that the begi.nning or ending sound was acoustically very different from the 
sound being tested. T"ne word as a whole waz also very differento In the last 
two rows of the test: t'he dlff'3rent word was one that rh:ymed with one of the other 
words so that the two we£e p1.onet i ,:.a1Jy a), ike except fer the in it ~al or final 
soundo Thus discrimination wo_;_l.d get;, progresi3i'tely more difficult~ :making this 
a more controlled test than previous ones from the acoustic viewpointo A copy of 
the test and instructio:nB rrJ.By be r'cund i.n the Appendixo 
Procedure fo; _ adrrL1;~5U~!::;rintt_l_~" n~ The tests were administEtred to approxi~ 
mately two hundred kinde:rga.rten cb:i.ldren in the towns of Hingham» Needham 9 Water-
town~ and Winchester 9 M:t;s.sachusett,;;o All the tests were given during the period 
between February and Ma.y~ 1953a Th:; art:i.culatlon end speech sound discrimination 
tests were individually edministerl'!:d first" The auditory discrimination test for 
reading readiness and speech development was administered second to groups of ten 
pupils eacho The testing was done by several people==the four graduate students 
participating in this thesis~ pubLtc school speech therapists~ stui ent speech 
therapists 9 and classroom teachers" 
The articulation and speech sound discrim.ination tests were scored by counting 
the total number of correct responses made by each childo Far the auditory dis= 
crimination test~ the score is the number of items marked correctly, minus twice 
the number of items marked incorrectly .. 
CHA.Pl'ER III 
A.RTICUL.A.TION 
This chapter describes the results of the Boston University Picture ArtiCll-
1 
lation Test which was administered to two hundred and thirty-four children on 
the kinder~rten levelo In this study out of the two hundred and thirty=four 
children tested~ 144 (6lo5~) had some errors or difficultyo The number of errors 
on individual sounds was 363o On the blends 235 errors were made~ giving a total 
ot 598 errors for the entire testo Ninety (90) children had a perfect sooreo There 
was a range of 23 with a mean of 43o5o The median was 43ol and the standard devia-
tion was 4o 4o 
The results on individual sounds are presented in Table Io Of the sounds tested 
in all three positions 9 the greatest number of errors occurred on the ,21 {~ ) with 
26 (llol%) in the initial position 9 10 (4o3%} in the medial position 9 and 13 
(5o6%} in the final positiono There were 13 (5o6%) in the initial 9 11 (4o7%) 
in the medial and 20 (8o6%} errors in the final position of .,!o .ID!_ ( J ) had 
9 (3o9~) errors in the initial position~ 23 (9oS%) medial» 12 {5ol%) final; ~ 
had 25 (l0o8%) initial 9 11 (4.7~) medial; ~had 14 (6oO%) initial, 15 (6o4%) 
medial» 5 (2ol%) final; ! had ? (3o0%) initials 11 (4o?%) medial, 3 (lo3%) final; 
-1 had 4 (lo7%) initial» 5 (2ol_ medial» 11 (4o7%) final; ~had 5 (2ol%) initial, 
1 (Oo4%) medial and none in the final positiono K had 2 (Oo9%) initial and medial, 
1 {Oo4%) in the final positiono 
On the sounds which were tested in one position only 9 the greatest number of 
errors were made on the th ( 9 ), 51 (2lo~). There were 24 (lOo~) errors made 
on the th (~ ); 17 (7o~) on,!h ( 3 ); 4 (lo7%) on~ ( ~ )o 
1 Charles Fo Dumbleton 9 .2e eito o 
7 
8 
TABLE I 
FREQ.'UmCY OF ERRORS ON BOS'roN UNIVERSITY PICTURE ARTICUI..ATION TEST 
Phonetic 
Sound Symbol Picture v. unv. ~ Position Score 
ch ( +j) church X Post~dental Initial 26 
pit~er fricative Medial 10 
church Final 13 
s s seesaw X Post-dental Initial 13 
seesaw fricative Medial 11 
bookcase Final 20 
sh (f) shoes X Post=dental Initial 9 
dishes fricative Medial 23 
toOthbrush Final 12 
r r ruler X Post-dental Initial 25 
carrot continuant Medial 11 
z z zebra X Post~dental Initial 14 
scissors fricative Medial 15 
scissors Final 5 
1 1 lamp X Post-dental Initial 7 
ruler continuant Medial 11 
ball Final 3 
j (dj) 1ack-o-lan- X Post-dental Initial 4 
tern fricative Medial 5 
i'ire en_6.ine Final 11 
brid.s,e 
g g .s,arage X Velar Initial 5 
ti_6.er stop-plosive Medial 1 
fro.s, Final 0 
k k carrot X Velar Initial 2 
bookcase stop-plosive Medial 2 
truck Final 1 
-
(Sounds tested in one position only) 
th ( e > toothbrush X Lingua-dental Medial 51 
th ( ~ ) :t'ea~er X fricative Medial 24 
zh ( 3 ) television X Post-dental Medial 17 
i'ricati ve 
ng ( !) ) SWi.!!S, X Velar-nasal Medial 4 
9 
With the exce~tion of the~ (voiceless), Which is a lingua-dental fricative, 
the largest percentage of errors were on the post-dental fricatives;~ (~j(), 
.!.• ~ Cf } , closely followed by the post-dental continuant £• 
The resul. ts of the errors on the blends are shown in Table II. The greatest 
number of errors on the blends was evenly distributed between the & and the E 
with 26 (11.1~) errors each. There were 22 (9.4~) errors made on~; 21 (9.0%) 
on~; 20 (8.6~) on _pl; 18 (7.7%) on.!!,; 15 (6.4%) on!!,; and li (initial); 
13 (5e6%) on sk (initial) and kl; 12 (5ol%) onE£; 11 (4.7%) on~· 
TABLE II 
FR~UENCY OF ARTICULATORY ERRORS ON BLENDS IN DECRFASING DIFFICULTY 
Sound Picture Position Errors 
s1 slip~ers Initial 26 
tr .,kuck Initial 26 
fr frog Initial 22 
dr drum Initial 21 
pl air~ane Medial 20 
sk ba~et Medial 18 
sw !!:ing Initial 15 
bl .E!,ocks Initial 15 
sk !£.are crow Initial 13 
kl clown Initial 13 
Sp !..£OOn Initial 12 
ks blocks Final 11 
br zebra Medial 9 
st .!!_ove Initial 7 
kr scarecrow Medial 7 
10 
Comparison with other studieso~m The overall resGlts of this study are ccm-
1 
pared to those of the Dumbleton study in Table IIIo In the Dumbleton study·, which 
was done in grade 1, the mean was 44o0 with a standard deviation of 4.8 which 
closely corresponds to the 43o5 mean and 4ol4 standard deviation on the ki~der= 
garten leveL The differences can be seen in the higher percentage of kind ergar-
ten children with errorso In the first grade 36o7% of the children had er~rs in 
articulation compared to 6lo5% in the kindergarten. Of the individual sounds 
which were tested in in:it1al, medial, and fi:r:al positions the kindergarten child-
ren had the greatest number of errors on~ (21%) ~ !, (l8o9%) ~ ~ (l8o8%), r (15o~) 
~ (l4o5%) ~ compared to 11% for,££.,;; 22"2% for .!J 1Co9% for~~ '7o5% for .E,; 19o6~ 
for ~ on the first grade level o In this study, with the exception of the ~ ( 9 ) 
which is a lingua~dental fricative~ the largest percentage of errors was on the 
post=dental fricatives~ ch ( f/) t ..!~ ~ ( j ) , closely followed by the post= 
. . 2 
dental continuant !,o This further subste.r.:tiates the findings of Dumbleton and 
3 
Amidon in their respective studies~ in which they found that the most difficult 
sounds are the lingua·=dental and post=dental frice.tivese 
4 
As in Dumbleton no definite pattern in the frequency of errors for the sounds 
according to their position (initial~ medial 9 or final) in words could be estab-
5 
lishedo Neither was Wellman 9s statement that final sounds are more difficult 
than those in the initial or medial positions substantiatedo 
1 Charles Fo Dumbleton, ~ ..£!h_o 
2 Ibidoo 
3 Hilda Amidon, Statistical Study of Relationships Among Articular Errors Made 
by One Hundred First~Grade Children, Unpublished Thesis~ State University o~ Iowa,l941. 
4 Charles Fo Dumbleton~ ~ ~o 
5 Do Fo Wellman~ ete alo~ ~eech Sounds in Younger Children, University of Iowa 
Studies in Child Welfare~ Volo V~ Noe 2, 193lo 
11 
The greatest discrepancy between this study and Dumbleton's occurred on 
the blendso On the kinder~rten level~ and~ had llol% errors each; ~ 
9.4%; dr 9oO%; ..E.!, 8.6%; .EJ:. (initial) 6o4%; !,! 3~0%, compared to 8o4% errors on 
sl; 3ol% on tr; 6o3% on fr; 3o5% on dr; 2o3% on~; 3o5% on lh (initial) 6o3% 
- - - -
on!,! in grade oneo The other scores on the blends were quite evenly mtched .. 
1 
Neither Dumbletonvs cr this study seems to be in agreement with Poole 9s 
theory that there is a peak of efficiency for ~ and ~ at about 4i and then there 
is a definite regression until the age of 6i when progress begins again.o 
1 2 
This study compares favorably with the findings of Wells, Poole 9 and 
3 
Dumbleton as to the order in which sounds are learnedo The greatest number of 
errors occurred on the sounds which cannot be considered defective ~~til seven 
or eight years of ageo 
.Limitations of the;_ Boston Univer~~ t.I Picture Ar"i:icu.lation TeB"t·o ~~ On a 
few of the pictures 9 the chi.ldren gave different names to the pictures such as: 
pumpkin for jack~o··lantern~ lion for tiger 9 To Vo for television 9 tea pot or 
kettle for pitcher& leaf for feather~ clown for scarecrow~ end bookshelf for 
bookcaseo 
1 Charlotte Go Wellsj "A Speech Check List,~ Guides to Speech Training in the 
Elementary School. Expression Company, Magnolia» Messechusett~. 
2 Irene Poole 9 •Genetic Development of Consonant Sounds in Speech,• Elementary 
English Review, 1934, ppo 159-6lo 
3 Charles Fv Dumbleton~ ~ Cito o 
.............. --------------------------~ 
12 
TABLE III 
CO:MPARISON OF ERRORS IN KINDERGARTEN AND FIRST GRADE* 
Kinder~rten Grade One 
~ I Noo ::::£ 
Children tested 234 428 
Total number of children with errors 144 6lo5 157 36o 'l 
Errors on individual sounds 
ch (initial) 26 llol 23 5o4 
{medial) 10 4o3 10 2o3 
(final) 13 5o6 14 3o3 
s (initial) 13 5.6 32 '7o5 
(medJ;al) 11 4o7 32 7o5 
(final) 20 8o€. 31 '7o2 
sh (iulti.al) 9 3o9 13 3ol 
(mediel) 23 9o8 16 3o8 
(final) 12 5ol 17 4o0 
r (initial) 25 10o8 23 5o4 
(medial) 11 4o'7' 9 2ol 
z (initial) 14 6o0 25 5o8 
(medial) l5 6o4 30 7o0 
{final) 5 2ol 29 6o8 
1 ( ini ti.al) '7 3.0 10 2.3 
(medial) 11 4o7 9 2ol 
(final) 3 lo3 10 2o3 
j (initial) 4 lo7 3 Oo'l 
(medial) 5 2ol 9 2ol 
(final) ll 4o '1 12 2o8 
g (initial) 5 2.1 5 lo2 
(medial) 1 Oo4 1 0.,2 
(final) 0 OoO 4 Oo9 
k (initial) 2 0.9 3 Oo7 
(medial) 2 Oo9 2 0.5 
(final) l Oo4 1 Ool 
*Data on first grade from Dumbleton~ ~ cito" 
13 
Kindergarten. Grade One 
!2.!. I No. ::X 
Errors on sounds tested in one Eosi-
tion 
-
th (voiceless) 51 21 .. 8 56 13.1 
th lvoieed) 24 10o3 33 7.,7 
Zh 17 7.3 24 5.6 
ng 4 1.,7 9 2ol 
Errors on blends 
sl (initial) 26 llul 36 8.4 
t.r.o (initial) 26 llol 13 3ol 
fr (initial) 22 9o4 27 Gu3 
d:r (initial) 21 9o0 15 3ol5 
pl (medial} 20 8.6 10 2.3 
sk: (medial) 18 7.? 31 '7.2 
sw (initial) 1.5 6.4 30 7,0 
bl (initial) 15 6.4 15 3.5 
sk (initial} 13 5.6 29 6.8 
kl (initial) 13 5.6 .14 3.,3 
sp (initial) 12 5ol 2€ 6.5 
k:s {final) 11 4 .. '7 15 3.5 
Errors on blends 
br (medial) 9 3.9 18 ~.2 
st (initial) 7 3.0 27 6.3 
kr (medial) 7 3.0 9 2.1 
CHAP1'ER IV 
SPEl!DH SOUND DISCRIMINATION 
Review of previous research.-- The Speech Sound Discrimination Test of 
Boston University administered to 198 kindergarten children in this study was 
l 
the same as that used in the Dumbleton study • The purpose of the Dumblewn 
study was to measure the speech sound discrimination abilities of first graders 
2 
using a revision of Mansur's "Picture Test tor Speech Sound Discrimination". 
In the Dumbleton study the test was administered to 434 first grade children. 
The mean, median, and mode tor the total group was computed and found to indi-
cate a negatively skewed distributiono This was believed to indicate that the 
instrument was porr one tor a definitive study of a normal population, but it 
does not decrease its value as a diagnostic instrument. Results ot the test in-
dicated that about 10% of first grade children were deficient in speech sound dis-
crimination ability. The split halt technique indicated that the test is highly 
reliable. An item analysis revealed that the test was valid. 
The present study is a follow-up of the Dumbleton study in the testing of 
speech sound discrimination in the kindergarten. 
Range and measure of central tendency.-- The .re.nge of scores tor the whole 
group ot 198 children Which were tested was from 72 to 44; the standard deviation 
was 6.46, the mean was 65.12. These measures indicate a distribution which is 
3 
skewed negatively. In the Dumbleton study the range of scores was from 72 to 16; 
the standard deviation was 6.56, and the mean was 65.5 which also indicated a 
strongly negative skewed distribution. Except for the range ot scores these results 
l Charles F. Dum.bl eton, ~ ..£!i:_. 
2 Richard W. Mmsur, The Construction of a Picture Test for SIB eeh Sound Dis crim-
ination, Unpublished Ed.lL Thesis, Boston University, 1950. 
3 Charles F. Dumbleton, .21!.:.. .£.!h• 
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are in agreement with the Dumbleton study. 
The character of errors was examined on the present test. It was found 
that more errors were made on unlike pairs, than on like pairs; thus, errors of 
like-different judgement were most common. The pattern of responses was examined; 
it was discovered that the first and middle pictures tended to be favored. This 
was in agreement with Dumbleton's findings. 
Table IV shows the percentage of correct responses to each word pair, arrang-
ed in order of difficulty of unlike pairsu The results obtained from the items 
arranged in order of difficulty of unlike pairs are in general similar to those 
found in the Dumbleton study, but the percentage of correct responses to each 
word pair deviate slightlyo 
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TABLE IV 
PERCENTAGE OF CORRECT Rl!SJ?ONSES 'ro EA.CH WORD PAIR ARRANGED IN ORDER OF DIFFICULT!' 
OF UNLIKE PAIRS 
~ ...L 1.!.!!!! ..L 
cone - comb 53.5 cone - cone 71.0 
chip - ship 70.0 ship - ship 96.5 
knot - nut 73 .. 0 knot - knot 84.5 
pen - pin 73.5 pin - pin 72.0 
vase - face 76 .. 0 face - face 92 .. 5 
pan - pen 80 .. 5 pen - pen 88 .. 0 
cap - cat 83 .. 5 cat - cat 90 .. 5 
grass = glass 84 .. 0 glass ~ glass 91..5 
log = lock 86 .. 0 lock ~ lock 83 .. 0 
fox = socks 86 .. 5 fox ... fox 96.,0 
cap = cup 86.5 cap - cap 92 .. 0 
rock = look 87 .. 0 rock = rock 93 .. 0 
zoo - shoe 88 .. 0 zoo - zoo 95 .. 0 
wash = watch 88.5 wash - wash 93.5 
clown ~ crown 88.5 crown- crown 91..0 
cows - couch 89.0 cows = cows 94 .. 0 
ring = wing 89.0 ring - ring 97.5 
mouse - mouth 90.5 mouth - mouth 93 .. 0 
bowl = bone 91..0 bone - bone 98 .. 0 
ice - eyes 91..0 eyes - eyes 97.5 
coat - goat 91..5 coat - coat 91 .. 5 
bed - bread 91.5 bread - bread 96.0 
pole = bowl 92.5 pole = pole 87.0 
fish = fist 93.5 fist - fist 90 .. 0 
pan - pin 93.5 pan - pan 80.,0 
pan = fan 95.0 fan - fan 94.5 
can - pan 95 .. 5 can = can 92.0 
goat ~ boat 95.5 boat - boat 95.5 
clock - block 96 .. 5 block = block 89 .. 5 
ties = toes 96.5 toes - toes 92.0 
boat - boot 97.0 boat - boat 95.5 
chain = train 97.0 chain - chain 95.5 
tie - pie 97.0 tie - tie 94 .. 0 
coat = cat 98,0 coat - coat 88 .. 0 
stairs = chairs 98.5 stairs = stairs 98.5 
cat - bat 99 .. 5 eat - cat 99.5 
CHAPTER V 
AUDITORY DISCRIMINATION 
This study was an attempt to develop an awitory discrimination group test 
tor reading readiness and speech development at the kindergarten levelo It was 
administered to 195 kindergarten children in the greater Boston areao The data 
was analyzed to determineg 
T.he frequency distribution of the 195 scores 
The mean and atandard deviation of the 195 scores 
An item analysis of all the items contained in the testo 
The item analysis was computed in order to deter.mine the relative validity 
of the te.st itemso The per'!ent of correct responses on each item was determined 
for the '.lpper 50 pupil.s who achieved the highest total test scores and the lower 
50 pupils who achieved the lowest test scoreso Since the two criterion sub-groups 
were equal in size~ these values were then used to obtai.n phi. eoeffieients via 
1 
Guilford gs formula which is as followsg 
;;; ____ _ 
where Pu equals the percent of the upper criterion group that responds cor-
rectly to the itemo 
F1 equals the percent of the lower criterion group that respo~ds 
in the same mannero 
P equals the percent of the two sub-groups combined that react in this 
manner and is given by the relation 
P ;:: Pu .f= PJ.. 
2 
q equals l - P 
1 J o Po Guilford, Fundamental Statistics in Psychology and 1Mucation, New York, 
McGraw=Hill Book Company, 1942, Po 296o 
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The significant and very significant phi coefficients obtained were deter-
mined by the radicals: 
A significant phi coefficient is equal, on the .01 level, to 
A very significant phi coefficient is equal, on the .01 level, to 
TAm.E V 
DISTRIBUTION OF SCORES 
Scores 
140-146 
133-139 
126-132 
119-125 
112-118 
105-111 
98-104 
91-97 
84-90 
77-83 
70-76 
63-69 
56-62 
49-55 
42-48 
35-41 
28-34 
21-27 
14-20 
7-13 
0-6 
Frequencies 
5 
5 
14 
12 
11 
11 
10 
22 
16 
10 
6 
11 
6 
6 
6 
6 
5 
10 
5 
3 
15 
Table V indicates that there were 144 items and the range of scores was from 
0 to 144. There were thirteen minus scores which were interpreted as zero scores 
1 J'. Po Guilford, .2R.:_ .£lli, 297. 
2 Ibid., P• 298. 
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and three perfect scores. In terms of percents, there were 9.0~ of zero scores 
and 2.0~ of perfect scores. 
TABLE VI 
MI!'AN, S'n\NDARD DEVIATION, AND :Ml!DIAN 
Mean 92.31 
Standard Deviation 40.25 
Median 87.72 
From the above Table VI 1 t can be seen that from a total of 19!5 scores, the 
mean was 92.31, the standard deviation was 40.25, and the median was 87a72. 
Table VII lists the items of the two criterion sub~groups and the phi coe-
fficient of each. It is an item analysis of the test. A phi coefficient of 
.28 is significant on the .01 level and a phi coefficient of .36 is very sf.g-
nificant on the .01 level. 
'fABLE VII 
ITEM ANALYSIS OF 'IBE Tl!ST 
Percentages ot Correct Respo~ses 
Sound Tested 
.!.!.!! Hig!l 50 Pupils Low 50 J3!ils Phi Coefficient 
Initial p 
1 peach 100 82 .31 
2 pail 100 74 .39 
3 nut 98 56 a 50 
4 pie 98 54 .51 
5 pig 100 88 .25 
6 pitcher 98 70 .40 
7 shoe 98 56 .50 
8 parrot 100 62 .48 
9 pilot 98 72 .41 
10 beer 56 26 .30 
11 peer 94 82 .19 
12 pin 96 52 .51 
13 pen 100 80 .33 
14 pants 100 74 .39 
15 pan 100 78 .35 
16 can 100 54 .54 
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Percentages of Correct Responses 
Sotm.d Tested Item High 50 Pupils Low 50 Pupils Phi Coefficient 
Final 12 
1 lamp 100 80 .33 
2 sun 96 44 .58 
3 camp 98 70 .40 
4 hop 96 38 .62 
5 step 100 80 .33 
6 teeth 94 36 .62 
7 jump 100 66 .48 
8 sheep 98 58 .49 
9 soup 100 72 .40 
10 cor 100 61 .50 
11 rope 98 70 .40 
12 robe 74 48 .26 
13 hoop 96 64 .40 
14 ship 100 72 .40 
15 cat 90 24 .67 
16 cap 96 46 .55 
Fi.ne.l m 
1 thumb 98 80 .29 
2 well 86 44 .44 
3 farm 92 62 .36 
4 swim 100 66 .48 
!') room 94 78 .23 
6 dime 98 70 .40 
7 ladder 100 42 .64 
8 worm 100 44 .62 
9 lamb 100 78 .35 
10 lamp 72 18 .54 
11 bomb 98 62 .45 
12 arm 92 64 .34 
13 time 100 76 .37 
14 gun 84 26 .58 
15 gum AA 66 .26 
16 limb 96 46 .55 
Final f 
1 calf' 100 70 .42 
2 ring 96 38 .62 
3 chief' 100 74 .39 
4 wolf' 100 56 .53 
5 hoof 100 72 .40 
6 scarf' 96 70 .35 
7 cuff 98 68 .40 
a robe 96 62 .41 
9 cough 100 68 .44 
10 muff 100 72 .40 
11 mouth 74 20 .55 
12 elf' 92 40 .55 
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Percentases ot Correct Res~onses 
Sound Tested 11!!! Hip 50 Pupils Low 50 Pupils Phi Coefticient 
Final- t ~oont'd~ 
13 shelf 100 70 .42 
14 laugh 98 64 .44 
15 stove 62 18 .45 
16 loat 86 50 .39 
Initial s 
l scissors 100 74 .39 
2 swing 100 68 .44 
3 lamb 98 38 .64 
4 saw 100 44 .65 
5 saddle 100 56 .54 
6 sink 100 72 .40 
7 comb 94 30 .67 
8 sail 100 40 .66 
9 sue 94 60 .40 
10 zoo 80 16 .64 
11 sandwich 98 64 .43 
12 sun 100 38 .67 
13 soda 100 68 .44 
14 tox 68 26 .42 
15 socks 96 58 .45 
16 seals 98 38 .64 
Final s 
l lace 100 72 .40 
2 lettuce 100 72 .40 
3 boots 98 66 .42 
4 broom 96 64 .40 
5 tence 100 70 .42 
6 wreath 86 28 .58 
7 taoe 98 68 .40 
8 lips 98 46 .58 
9 grass 100 68 .44 
10 buzz 70 16 .55 
ll bus 100 60 .50 
12 fireplace 90 46 .46 
13 ice 100 68 .44 
14 mouse 100 62 .48 
15 mouth 90 38 .54 
16 glass 100 50 .58 
Initial r 
l radio 100 88 .25 
2 valentine 88 34 .55 
3 root 98 70 .38 
4 reindeer 98 66 .42 
5 rubbers 100 82 .31 
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Percent ages of Correct Responses 
Sound Tested ~ Hi~ 50 Pu;12ils Low 50 Pu;(2ils Phi Coefficients 
Initial r (con'd.) 
6 robe 100 84 .32 
7 rabbit 100 80 .33 
8 kite 98 74 .34 
9 rooster 100 84 .32 
10 wreath 100 76 .37 
ll lake 82 38 .45 
12 rake 100 54 .55 
13 robin 100 80 .33 
14 ring 88 76 .16 
15 wing 100 30 .73 
16 rose 96 48 .53 
Initial m 
l milk 100 76 .37 
2 leaf 100 38 .67 
3 mu:f'f 98 70 .40 
4 moon 100 66 .48 
5 mitten 98 78 .31 
6 monkey 100 86 .28 
7 milk:Im.n 100 84 .30 
8 rake 100 56 .53 
9 mop 98 74 .35 
10 bunny 84 14 .68 
ll money 100 72 .40 
12 marble 98 54 .51 
13 mother 100 72 .40 
14 mail 96 70 .35 
15 nail 82 36 .47 
16 lJlirror 94 62 .39 
Initial f 
l fence 100 72 .40 
2 father 100 70 .42 
3 foot 100 62 .48 
4 IlBSk 92 56 .41 
5 faucet 100 72 .40 
6 watch 94 18 .77 
7 fireplace 100 60 .50 
8 feather 100 50 .58 
9 .finger 100 68 .44 
10 pan 88 28 .61 
ll fan 96 54 .49 
12 fairy 100 56 .53 
13 fender 100 64 .47 
14 furnace 100 70 .42 
15 faee 100 60 .50 
16 vaee 92 40 .55 
Note: Phi coefficient of • 28 is significant at .01 level • 
Phi coefficient of • 36 is very significant at .01 level • 
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Table VII indicates that the majority or the items or the test were either 
signiticant or very signiticant. The only items that were not significant 
at least at the .01 level and therefore not valid were: 
Fbr Initial p items o (pig) and 11 (pear). 
Fbr Final p item 12 (robe). 
For Final m items 5 {room) and 15 {gum). 
For Initial r items 1 (radio) and 14 {wing). 
It was assumed from the mnner of selecting test items ~hat all items 
which were acoustically similar would be the most diftieul t and, in gEileral, 
this was substantiatiated by the the statistical data in Table VII. 
1 
In a comparison with Hurvitz, it was round that llllny more signiticant 
items were obtained in the present study. This may be due to several tactors, 
minly, a larger sample ot eases, previous auditory discrimination training, 
different socio-economic backgrounds or the pupils, and difterent methods or 
test presentation. 
1 Hazel E. Hurvitz and Theresa F. Kavanagh, .2R.!. ~· 
CHAP!'ER VI 
AN .ANALYSIS OF Rl!l.A'riONSHIPS 
This chapter is concerned with an analysis ot the results obtained on 
the auditory discrimination test for reading readiness and speech develop-
ment, speech discrimination test, and the articulation test tor 153 children. 
l 
For purposes of correlation the Pearson Product-MOment Correlation tormula 
was used w1 th scatter diagrams since the number (153) was relatively large. 
T.he Pearson Froduct-Nbment Correlation tollows: 
where 
R : N 
l xy = swmnation of deviations trom the guessed DBan in terms 
of the class interval as the unit 
= corrections in x ~ y 
standard deviations in x ~ y in terms of the class 
interval as the unit 
Comparison of articulation and speech sound discrimination.-- T.he mean 
for the whole group on the articulation test was 42.99 With a standard devia-
2 
tion of 4.05. In the Dumbleton study the mean was 44.00 with a standard 
deviation of 4.80. 
The mean for the whole group on the speech sound discrimination test was 
3 
65.15 and the standard deviation was 6.21. This compares with Dumbleton's 
65.50 and 6.90. It must be remembered that the statistics derived from Dum-
l J. P. Guilford, ~ .£!1:., p. 206. 
2 Charles F. Dumbleton, .211.!. ~' p. 56. 
3 Ibid., P• 56. 
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bleton's study were computed from 412 oases as compared to 153 in this study. 
Although he had oTer two and a halt times larger sample and first grade child-
ren, the differences are not statistically significant. 
The coefficient ot correlation between the articulation test and the speech 
l 
sound discrimination was -1- .02. In the Dumbleton study it was -1- .1 '7, indi-
eating no significant relationship in either study between the two tests. 
Comparison ot articulation and the auditory discrimination test ot reading 
readiness and speech deTelopment.-~ The mean tor the articulation test was 
2 
42.99 and the standard deTiation was 4.05. In the Dumbleton study the mean 
was 44.00 and the standard deTiation was 4.80. 
The mean tor the group test was 82.04 and the standard deTiation was 
50.4'7. The latter indicates an extremely wide scatter with no particular sig-
niticant grouping in any one area ot scores. 
The coefficient ot correlation between the two tests is ~ .oo. This 
lack ot correlation, either positiTe or negatiTe, is due mainly to the extreme-
ly wide scatter, especially in the group test with the standard deTiation ot 
50.4'7. 
Comparison ot the speech sound discrimination test and the. auditory 
' I 
discrimination test of reading readiness and s~ech deTelopment.-- The mean tor 
the speech sound discrimination test was 65.15 and the standard deTiation was 
6.21. This compares to Dumbleton's 65.50 and 6.90. The results are almost 
identical, eTen though the sample was different in respect to numbers and 
grade. 
The mean tor the group test was 82.04 and the standard deTia tion was 
50.4'7. The coefficient ot correlation between the two tests is -1- .01. 
Interpretation of correlations.-- The coefficients ot correlation were 
1 · Charles F. Dumbleton, .2E,:. 2.!,h_, p. 56. 
~ .oo, ~.01, and ~ .02. This would indicate that there is no relationship 
between articulation and auditory discrimination with the tests used in this. 
study. 
In this study, only the ability to articulate single words was test.ed., 
Two types of auditory discrimination tests were used, one based on speech 
and one on reading. 
The low correlations found in this study means that an individual with 
poor sound discriminatory ability may have excellent articulation or that 
an individual with excellent speech sound discriminatory ability may have 
poor articulation. 
Also, articulation and speech sound discriminatory ability would appear 
to have no relationship to the type of auditory discrimination required to 
learn to read. In learning to read, a child must be able to identify sound 
elements in words, and this ability is not related to speech. 
Comparison of poor articulation with other factors.-- For another basis 
of comparison, the c~ildren whose scores were in the lowest decile (10~) on 
the articulation test were grouped together. These children can be considered 
to have definite articulation disabilities. For this group of only 16, new 
means and standard deviations were computed for the speech sound discrimina-
tion test and the auditory discrimination test for reading readiness and 
speech development. 
The mean for the lowest decile group on the speech sound discrimination 
test was 65.57 as compared to 65.15 of the total group. The standard devia-
tion of the former was 10.11 and the latter was 6.21. 
The mean for the lowest decile group on the auditory discrimination test 
was 85.25 as compared to 82.04 of the total group. The standard deviation 
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of the former was 38.50 and the latter was 50.47. 
There are no significant differences between those children With poor 
articulation and the total group in respect to speech sound and auditory 
discrimination as determined by this study, although the number ot cases is 
small. However, the results differ slightly from the Dumbleton study in 
that those With poor articulation do as well as the others instead ot tending 
to be poorer in other respects. 
For the lowest group of 16 it is noted that the coefficient of correla-
tion between the articulation test and the speech sound discrimination test 
is ~ .05, and the correlation between the articulation test and group test 
is ~ .01; this is more evidence to indicate little relationship between 
articulation and auditory discrimination. 
2? 
CHAPrER VII 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
Summary.-- The aim of this study was to devise a group auditory discrim-
ination test for reading readiness and speech development and .to analyze poss-
ible relationships between certain reading and speech abilities. Tests of 
articulation, speech sound discrimination~ and auditory discrimination were 
administered to approximately 200 kindergarten children. The Pearson P.roduet-
Mbment Coefficient of Correlation was computed for each pair of tests scores 
to determine the relationship between the aspects tested. 
The results of the group auditory discrimination test for reading readi-
ness and speech development were analyzed in detail since it was not standard-
izedo The results of the articulation and speech sound discrimination tests 
agreed, in general, with the findings of other research. A statistical analy-
sis of the group auditory discrimination test showed that the test is valid 
and reliable. 
The coefficients of correlation are nil for all comparisons, articula-
tion, speech sound discrimination, and auditory discrimination. Also, the 
children with poor articulation considered separately are found to be similar 
to the total group for all comparisons. 
Conclusions.=~ The results of this study and the Dubleton stuly indicate 
that when reading and speech tests are administered at e specific period in 
the child 9 s development, no relationship between articulation of words and 
auditory discrimination of speech sounds existso· This lack of relationship 
is interesting in light or the fact that both the speech and reading fields 
place heavy emphasis on auditory training in their methods of teaching. 
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While research shows that the development of reading ability is related to 
auditory discrimination, no sueh relationship exists for speech and auditory 
discriminationo The results of this stuiy suggest that much more research 
must be done on the role of auditory training in speeCh development. It is 
probable that the lack of relationship is due to the many other factors 
which influence speech development. 
It is also possible that the method of testing used in this study is 
inadequate to determine the relationships between auditory trei ning and 
articulation. 
Limitations.-~ The limi.tations of this stuiy areg 
1. '!he artieula·tion and speech sound diseri.mination tests, although 
valid and reliable, a~e not standardized. 
2. Since so many obtain very high scores on the articulation and 81'8 ech 
sound discrimination test» they may not be suited to a statistical study. 
3. No attempt was I!lEide to control the sample in terms ot so-called 
"normal" distributionu It was selected according to availability» although 
it may be "normal." 
4. Administration of the articulation test depends upon the subjective 
judgment and ability to discriminate sounds on the part of the tester. 
5. Especially in the Auditory Discrimination Teat for Reading Readiness 
and Speech Development to the following variables affected the scores from 
considerably to little at allg 
a. General intelligence affects ability to understand directions 
easily and respond quickly. 
b. Test was too long to give in two sittings; this was related to 
attitudes, motivation, and interest-attention span. 
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e. Instructions should be shorter and stmpler; many lost their 
places or gave up easily. 
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d. Hearing acuity affects learning directions and responding correctly 
to test items; related to this is the varying ability to read lips and the dis-
tances from the tester. 
e. Guessing factors; this was not actually a test sine e three times 
more items had to be marked than not marked. 
f. Rapport is important with the children meaning that personalities 
of the testers affected the scores; it was generally believed that the ex-
perienced classroom teacher that administered tests to her own class obtained 
slightly better results due mainly to rapport. 
go Speech of the testers varied from one to another as well as 
within the individual in regard to su~h factors as pitch, rate, volume, and 
quality; in other words, some children would get oore clues than others as 
a result of these variants in speech. 
he Many pictures were not Within the experiences of the kindergarten 
children; also some pictures were repeated for two or more different sounds. 
i. Speech is connected and not isolated; some children have bad 
training in reading readiness and therefore were better able to adjust to 
the analysis of sounds within meaningful words. 
j. Copying papers or responses was rather prevalent. 
k. Emotional content of the pictures for each individual child 
may be affected by his past experience. 
Suggestions for further research.-- These are suggested for further research: 
1. Attempt a case study developmental approach in a kindergarten or 
first grade comparing growth patterns in articulation, sound discrimination, 
and other speech and reading aspects. 
2. To control~ ot the testing variables, disc recordings ot the 
revised tests should be administered so that testing would be constant. 
3. Construct a test in which the number ot items to be Dllrked does not 
exceed the number ot i tams which are not to be marked. A test containing two 
rows ot six pictures with three to be :marked in each row might be poaai ble. 
This would also tend to make the test much shorter. 
4. Test one sound at a time; one sound a day taught and tested would 
be ideal in a reading readiness program • 
. ,, 
5. Use only words aDd pictures which are w1 thin the understanding voc-
abulary ot kindergarten children; also limit any word or picture to only one 
appearance in any one tor.m or test. 
6. Use a standardized sound discrimination test such as the }! word 
list or spondees as well as any other standardized articulation tests. 
7. Attempt to control the sample in respect to get as •normal" a pop-
ulation as possible; in other words, give as much attention to socio-economic 
tactors, etc., as to availability ot sample. 
e. Develop an articulation test tor spontaneous speech. 
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BOSTON UNIVERSITY 
SPEECH AND HEARING CENTE:R 
Name of pupil;; __________________ Date of test: _____ _ 
VOICE AND ARTICULATION TEST CHART - KINDERGARTEN 
Io Instructions: 
Ask the child to name the small pictureso If he fails to 
recognize a picture hints may be given, but do not name 
it for himo 
IIo Evaluation: 
IIIo Test 
carrot 
bookca.!e 
truck 
,garage 
ti~er 
£Ule_!: 
dishes 
televi!,ion 
church 
--
pit.£aer 
Drrtw a pencil line thro;.tgh the underlined ,ounds on the 
score sheet if they are omitted, distorted, or if some 
other sounds are substituted for themo 
Items:: 
toothbrush scare<<: row 
-
feather basket 
- -
,!amp clown 
ball a1r.£!ane 
-
.!ee.!aw nocks 
!_e_£ra strve 
scissors .!!ippers 
shoes .!E,OOn 
-
.J.ack-o-lantern !,!!i!!,8 
fire en _sine drum 
bri!!.5e f!:o,g 
APPENDIX V 
Instructions for Administering 
The B.U. Speech Sound Discrimination Picture Test 
.s• The examiner is seated beside the child. Testing conditions should be quiet as possible. Use a normal volume so that the child can hear you 
easily. Use a monotone in reading the test words. Articulate clearly 
but do not exaggerate. 
2. Place the picture sheets in numbered sequence, face up in a pile in 
front of the child. 
3. Use picture No. 1 (cat-bat) for fam111ar1zat1on instruction as fol-
lows: "We are going to play a game with these pictures. Each page has 
3 pictures on it, like this." Frame first picture with mask. Say: 
"This is a picture of a oat-cat." Fra'lle second picture with mask. Say: 
"This is a picture of a cat-bat." Frame third picture with mask. Say: 
"This is a picture of a bat-bat." Remove mask. Say:· "Point to oat-bat." 
Make sure the child has made the correct response. Now sayr "Point to 
cat-cato" Make sure the child has made the correct response. Say: 
"Point to bat-bat." Make sure the child haa made the correct response. 
4. If the correct responses are made, and you are sure the child under-
stands the procedure, proceed with the teat. For each sheet, say, "Point 
to ' o'" Read the pairs as listed on the score sheet. Go 
through Bie series of picture sheets twice, the first time using the pairs 
listed in column I, and the second time using the pairs listed in c olurnn II. 
bo Beside each pair on the score sheet are two of the numbers 1, 2, 3 1 and 
the letter "R". These correspond to the position of the pictures from 
left to right on the picture sheets. The position of the correct picture 
is designated by "R". To score, check the symbol in the same relative 
position as the picture to which the child points. Thus if the child 
points to the correct picture, you will oheok the letter "R". If he points 
·to the wrong picture, you will check the number which india ates 1 ts pos-
ition on the picture sheet. 
6. There 1 s no time· 11m1 t on the test. 
Score Sheet for the Bo Uo Speech Sound Discrimination Picture Test 
Name School 
-
Io lo cat-cat R 2 3 II. lo cat-bat 1 R 3 
2o fish-fist 1 R 3 2o fist-fist 1 2 R 
)0 ship-ship 1 R 3 3o chip-ship R 2 3 
4o pole-pole 1 2 R 4o pole-bowl R 2 3 
5o cows-couch R 2 3 5o cows-cows 1 R 3 
6o cap-cup 1 2 R 6. cap-cap R 2 3 
7. pin-pin 1 2 R 7. pen-pin R 2 3 
a. bone-bone R 2 3 a. bowl-bone 1 ~ R 
9. bed-bread R 2 3 9. bread-bread 1 R 3 
lOo zoo-shoe 1 2 R lOo zoo-zoo R 2 3 
llo block-block 1 2 R llo clock-block 1 ·R 3 
12o coat-coat 1 R 3 12o coat-goat 1 2 R 
13o cone-comb 1 2 R 13o cone-cone 1 R 3 
14~ chain-chain 1 R 3 14o chain-train R 2 3 
15<1 can-pan 1 R 3 15o can-can R 2 3 
.16< clown-crown 1 2 R 16o crown-crown R 2 3 
. 17 0 pen-pen 1 R 3 17o pan-pen R 2 3 
·.18. boat-boot R 2 3 lao boat-boat 1 2 R 
19o pan-fan ·1 R 3 19o fan-fan 1 2 R 
__ 20o lo(Jk-lcck 1 R 3 20 ]~a! ]a 3 0 0 I r;:: 
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GENERAL :u.fS'.I'RUCTIONS 
BOSTON UNIV:BRSITY AUDITORY DISCRDiliNATION TES':l. 
for 
READING READINESS AND SPEECH.DEVELOPI~T 
This is Form of the Testo 
----
DESCRIPTION OF THE TEST:· 
This test is designed to test the auditory discrimination ability 
of kindergarten and first grade childreno It tests the ability of 
children to identify sound elements in initial and final position of 
wordso Not all sounds are tested in both positionso A number of 
experimental forms of the test have been preparedo 
Only one sound is treated in each section of the testo The first 
step involves teaching the soundo The sound is first presented alone 
in a meaningful dramatized situation to teach children to identify 
the soundo The teacher produces the sound and the children learn to 
produce the sJund themselveso Visual, kinesthetic and auditory clues 
are giveno After the sound has been taught alonea it is presented 
in words in the initial positiono Then a series of four words is pre-
sented9 one of which does not begin with the sound being testedo The 
children are taught to identify the three words which begin with the 
sound being testedo This is done twice to establish the teat procedureo 
In the test proper 9 five rows of four pictures are pre~ented 
for each soundo In each row, the names of three pictures ..Jagin with 
the test sound and the name of one picture does not begin with the 
test soundo The first row is a sample in which the children are taught 
to draw a line through each picture which does begin with the sound 
being teatedo The differ~ sound for each row has been selected ac-
cording to its acoustic relationship to the sound being testedo The 
different sound is relatively easy to distinguish from the test sound 
in the sample row and first two rows 9 but is difficult to relatively 
discriminate in the last two rowso 
Sounds tested in the different forms are: 
Form I Form II Form III 
Initial & final k 
Initial & final n 
Initial v 
Initial & final ch 
Initial & final p Initial & fina~ t 
Initial & final m Final 
Initial & final f Initial 
Initial & final a Initial 
Initial r Initial 
Form IV 
Initial & final d 
Initial & final m 
Final z 
Initial j 
Initial h 
ng 
th 
& final sh 
& final 1 Initial w 
Form V 
Initial & final b 
Initial & final n 
Initial & final f 
Initial & final sh 
Initial r 
ADMINISTERING THE TEST: 
lo Test a group of 10 children at a timeo 
2o Fill in information on the title page of each ohild 9 s testo 
3o Be sure the testing room is as quiet as possibleo 
4o Follow the detailed instructions for the particular form usedo 
Read them over carefully before administering the testa During 
the test speak loud enough for all children to hear yqu easilyo 
In reading the practice words and test words.9 speak d1stinctlz9 
~ronounce·each ward accurately9 but do not overemphasize-the 
est soundo Use a relative monotone fii speaking all practice 
or test words to avoid inflections which might be clues to 
the childreno 
5o The test need not be completed in one sittingo However 9 both 
initial and final positions of the same sound should be tested 
at the same sittingo 
Initial P Sound 
Directions: 
Teacher: Did you ev~r visit the beach? 
Children answer yes and no. 
Teacher: Well, when you were there did you ever hear or see n 
motor boat? It seems to say something as it goes by. 
Doesn't it? Listen while I pretned I am a motorboat. 
P-p-p-p. What does it say? 
All repeat. Children apd teacher say it together. 
Teacher: Now here is a picture of our friand the motorboat. 
Show picture 
Teacher: Now watch what my mo~th ~a~s when I play motorboat. 
(Make lips go tegether}· What do I ~ook like? Something 
like a fish when he is pre~thtng in the water. That's 
right. My lips come tog~~hcr like the fish4 Now you 
try it and put your hand·~p to your mouth, feel the little 
breeze as you say it? (A~l try it) 
Teacher: Let 1 s all do it agnin. Did your lips come together? 
Teacher: Now list0n very carefully. I want you to hear the 
motorboat sound at the beginning of these words. Listen 
carefully. 
Teacher: Say the words after me. 
Pencil eut pickle 
Teacher: Did you hear the motorboat sound at the beginning of 
those words? Letls ~ay tbe words again with the motor-
boat sound at the beginnihg~ Repeat 
pencil h4t p~t eickle 
Teacher: Here are some other wo~ds that begin with the motorboat 
sound. Say them after me• 
~ · pocket ~ui~ Wasn 1 t tnat fun? 
_____ !~.!!!:.!..~t~h;::e::..._b~r~e~o~z~e:_· ~o~n.:_;y(.:o~ur~--=..f.:!:i..!!ng~e:.!r:..ssu.~-----------------r1 -
Teacher: Did £..~ili begin .,.dth the mot·:>.rl)Qat; sound? Yest> .it did~ so 
you o:r>ew a llne through lto 
• Teacher: Here is another wordo Don't lat me rool you 0 
·. 
Peas 
-
Teacher: Peas beglns with the motor boat sound, so you should have 
a-IDark through ito 
(Gheck and see that the child is rollowing directions~) 
Teacher: Ready for the next word? 
Potato 
Teacher: Did .e_ota:..t~. begln with the mot-,rboa t sound? Ye~, it did, 
Draw a-1~.ne throug i te> 
Teacher: Here is another word. Ready? 
Socks 
--
Teacher: Socks did not begin with the motorboat sound so you did 
not araw a line to mar~ ito 
TEST 
_....., 
Teacher: Now I'll say some wor<is that begin with the motorboat sound. 
Teacher: 
Remember, only mark th~se that begin with the motorboat 
soundo Putt your marker under the second row. Ready? 
Peach pail ~ £.!.! 
Put your marker under the next rowo Ready? 
Pilrt-t ~ pear J2.!n 
Now look at the last row. Ready? 
Pen panta pa~ can 
-
' 
F:tnal P Sound 
Directions: 
sound 
Teacher: Now our motorboat is going to be at the end of some wordso 
Remember h~w my mouth looked like a fish? 
Teacher: Listen very carefully while I say some words that end with 
the motorboat soundo Listen. 
Teacher: 
Teacher: 
Teacher: 
Teacjer: 
Teacher: 
Teacher: 
Teacher: 
Teacher: 
Teacher: 
Teacher: 
Did you hear the motorboat sound? Letts all say the words 
that end with the motorboat sounde 
Tap stoe ship mop 
Here are some other words that end with the mororboat sound. 
Say them after me~ 
chop sip lap 
-
Now you will have to listen very carefully to the words I 
am going to say. Some of the words end with the motorboat 
sound and some do not. I want you to raise your hand every 
time you hear a word that does end with the motorboat sound. 
But, only raise your hand when you hear words that end with 
the motorboat sound. Ready? 
hope tip house rap 
Fine. hope~ tiR, and rar do end with the motorboat sound 
so you raised your hand Gr those words. House did not 
end with the motorboat sound so you did not raise your hand. 
Here are some more words. Listen very carefully and re-
member you are to raise your hand only for the ones that 
end with the motorboat sound. 
town 
Fine. skip, ~~ and claE, all end with the motorboat 
sound so you raiSed your hand. Town did not, so you did 
not raise your hand. . -
Now we are going to play a game with some pictures. I will 
say the name of the pictures. Some of the names of the 
pictures will end with the motorboat sound and some will 
not. You will have to listen very carefully because this 
time I will not be able to help you. 
Pass out test papers and markers. First row is ~ sample. 
reacher: Look at the pictures on your paper. Put your marker under 
the first row of pictures. (Check) 
Teacher: 
Teacher: 
acher: 
You will look at the pictures while I say their names. 
Draw lines through the ones tnat end with the motorboat 
sound. Remember, only to draw lines through the ones that 
end with the motorboat sound. Ready? 
Ton ~ top end with the motorboat sound? Yes, it did, so you 
will-nAve a line through it. 
Here is another one. Don't let me fool you now. 
~ --
~ does end with the motorboat 
Tine through it. (Check} 
:7~:;;:~:.~~:-,--~~'4 '7.:}'-r---~#'. _-....;:~~~j§,"'f ~ 
sound. So you will have a . , 
acher: Ready for the next word? 
Wheel 
Wneel did not end with the motorboat sound so you did not 
araw-a line through it. 
acher: Here is another word. Ready? 
~ ~soap end with the motorboat sound? Yes. Did you draw 
a line-tnrough it? Fine 
Teacher: 
Teacher: 
••• 
Put your 
Teacher: 
• 
Fi 
TEST 
Now It ll say some WJ rds and 
that end wjth the motorboat 
the second rowo Ready? 
~~ aun 
remember to mark o:1.ly the onea 
sound3 Put your marker under 
Put your marker under. the ne~t row. Ready? 
~e:g teeth _j,:!_:t..'1112. 
-·-·--
marker under the ne.i::.t .;'OWo Ready? 
~.2~E. ":E. rope ·-· . 
-
robe 
--
Now look at th~ last row., 
hoop_ sh:1.:P. cat 
................ ·-
• 
INITIAL M SOUND 
DIRECTIONS: 
SHOW top. 
Teacher: Here's a picture of one of your favorite toys. (Show it) 
What is it? 
Children answer: A top. 
Teacher: It makes a sound when it is going around, doesnrt it? It 
aays, M-m-m-m-m. Shall we all repeat m-m-m-m-m-m. 
Teacher: Now I want you to watch my mouth when I'm the top. See 
how my top lip and bottom lip touch and all the sound goes 
up my nose? Try it. Does the sound roar in your nose? 
All do it. 
Teacher: Listen very carefully while I say some words that begin 
with the humming sound. Watch how my lips are together. 
Listen carefully again. 
Teacher: ~ me 
Teacher: Did you hear the humming top sound? Did you see my lips 
come together at the beginning? Letts all say the words 
that begin with the humming sound. 
Mat me 
-
Teacher: Here are some other words that begin with the humming top 
sound. Say them after me. 
meet must 
-
Teacher: Did you feel the .sound in your nose? Wasnt t that fun? 
Teacher: Now you will have to listen carefully to words that I am 
going to say. Some of the words will begin with the 
humming sound and some of them do not begin with the 
humming sound. I want you to raisv your hand every time 
you hear a word that does begin with the humming sound. 
Donrt let me·fool you. You will hear words that do not 
begin with the humming sound, but only raise your hand 
when you do hear a word that begins with the humming sound. 
Teacher: More :make call mouth 
-
-
Teacher: Fine. Move, make and mouth, do begin with the humming 
sound, so-you raised your hand for those words. Call 
did not begin with the humming sound, so you did not 
raise your hand for that. 
Teacher: Here are some more words. Listen very carefully, and 
remember you are to raise your hand only for the ones 
that begin with the humming top sound. 
Teacher: 
Mean 
--
mine table mill 
-
Fine. Mean, mine and mill, all began with the humming top 
sound, so-you-raised your hands, Table did not begin with 
the humming sound, so you didn't raise your hands. 
acher: Now we are going to play a game with some pictures. I 
will say the names of the pictures, Some of the nc~es of 
the pictures will begin with the humming top sound and 
some will not. You will have to listen very carefully 
because this time I will not be able to help you. So 
listen carefully. 
test papers and markers. The first row is a sample. 
acher: Look at th3 f:irst ro~or of pictures on your paper. Put your 
mcrker und,.3:t:> the i':'...rst ro~r of pictures. (Be sure all pupils 
ha~tG pr.·ope:t.., p.la~~'~m.er~:l; ~) 
~ili.naJ. 1'1 ~>ound 
G 0!~ t irlU0 q_ 
eacher: Here is another word. 
Drum 
eacher: Drum doea end w:i.th the humming sound so you will have a line 
"ffirOugh it 'J (Check papers") 
eacher: Ready for the next word? 
Roof 
oaf Roof did not end with the humming top sould so you did not 
draw a llne through it. 
eacher: Here is another word& Ready? 
Jam 
eacher: Did ~am end with the humming top sound? Yes. Did you 
draw a line through it? Fine. 
TEST 
-
eacher: Now Itll say some words and remember to mark only the ones 
that end with the humming sound. Put your marker under the 
second rowo Ready? 
thumb well farm s,wim 
-
Jacher: Put your mnrker under the next row. Ready? 
room dime ladder worm 
-
eacher: Put your marker under the next row. Ready? 
lamb lamp bomb arm 
eacher: Now look at the last row. Ready? 
time 
-
gun gum limb 
INITIAL F SC~JND 
DIRECTIONS: 
HOLD UP THE PICTURE OF A KITTEN. 
Teacher: See this kitty? Did you ever have one? I did~ Do you 
know what she would do when ~he was very angry? She would 
say F-r-f-f-f. Isntt that a funny sound? Letls pretend 
we are all angry kittens and say f-r-f-f togethero All 
repeat. 
Teacher: Now I want you to watch my mouth when I rum the angry kitten. 
See hew the top .. ~ teeth touch my lower lip? You 
be the angry kitty and see ir your mouth does the same 
thing as mine. (All do it) 
Teacher: Listen very carefully while I say some words that begin 
with the angry &2tty sound. Watch my top teeth touch 
my lower lip too. Listen carefully. 
face feel fat fever 
- - -
Teacher: Here are some other words tnat begin with the angry aitty 
sound. Say them after me. 
fix fin fall finish 
-
Teacher: Did your top teeth touch your lower lip? Wasn't it fun? 
Teacher: Now you will have to listen very carefully to the words that 
I'm going to say. Some of the words begin with the angry 
kittt sound and some do not begin with the angry kitty 
sound. I want you to raise your hand every time you hear 
a word that does begin with the angry kitty sound. Dontt 
let me fool you. You will hear words that do not begin 
with the angry kitty sound but only raise your hand when 
you do hear words that begin with the angry kitty sound. 
Ready? 
fiddle fast ball find 
Teacher& Fine. Fiddle, fast and find do begin with the angry kitty 
sound so you ra!SLn your-nflnds for those words. Ball does 
not begin with the angry kitty sound so you did nOt:raise 
your hand for that. 
Teacher: Here are some more words that you must listen very cure-
fully to. Raise your hand only for those words that do 
begin with the angry kitty sound. 
family house farm fox 
-
reacher: Fine. Fnmilz, ~' and ~ all begin ~ th the angry 
kitty sound so you raised your hands. House did not 
begin with the angry kitty sound so you did not raise 
your hand for that word. 
reacher: Now we are going to play a game with some pictures. I 
will say the names of the pictures. Some of the names will 
betin with the angry kitty sound and some will not. You 
will -~ve to listen very carefully because this t~e I will 
not be able to help you. So listen carefully. 
test papers and mcrkers. The first row is a sample. 
Look at the pictures on your paper. Put your marker under 
the first row of pictures. (Be sure all pupils have 
proper placement.) 
ocher: You will look at the picturea while I will say their namea 
and you will draw a line through the ones that begin 
with the angry kitty sound. Ready? 
Fish 
Teacher: 
!n:t '1~1£11 F Souht:! 
Continued 
Did fish begin with the nngry kitty sound? Yes$ it didQ 
So youw'ill have a line through fish. 
-· 
Teacher: Here is another wo:::•d., Don't let me fool you nowo 
Fork 
-
Teacher: Fork does begin with the angry kitty sound so you will 
have a mark through it. (Check papers to see that children 
are marking correctly.) 
Teacher: Ready for the next word? 
Door 
-
Teacher: Did door begin with the angry kitty sound? No, it did 
not,-so-you did not draw a line through it. 
Teacher: Here is another word. Ready? 
Fire 
-
Teacher: Fire began with the angry kitty sound, didn't it? Yes, 
o!a you draw a line through it? Fineo 
TEST 
Teacher: Now I'll say some words and remember to mark only through 
the ones that begin with the angry kitty sound. Put your 
marker under the second row. Ready? 
fence father 
Teacher: Put your marker under the 
faucet watch 
Teacher: Put your marker under the 
finser pen 
Teacher: Now look at the last row. 
fender furnace 
foot 
-
next row. 
fireEla.ce 
next rowo 
fan 
-
Ready? 
face 
mask 
-
Ready? 
feather 
Ready? 
fairx 
vase 
FINAL F 
Directions:-
Teacher: Now our angry kitty sound is going to come at the end of 
same wordso Remember how my top teeth touched my lower 
lip when I was the angry kitty? 
Listen very carefully while I say some words that end with 
the angry kitty sound. -iiatch my top teeth touch my lower 
lip. Listen carefully. 
Enou@ Riff Scuff 
Teacher:: Did you hear the angry kitty sound at the end? Did you see 
my top teeth touch my lower lip? Let's say the words end-
ing with the angry kitty sound. Repeat: 
~nougP; Riff Scuff Beef 
-
Teacher: Here are some other words that end w.lth the angry kitty sound. 
Say them after me. 
Rough Tough Huff 
-
Puff 
Did your top teeth touch your lower lip? Fine. 
Now you listen very carefully to the words that I'm going 
to say. Some of the words end with the angry kitty sound 
and some do not. I want you to raise your hand every time 
you hear a word that does end with the angry kitty sound. 
Don't let me fool you. You will hear words that do not 
end with the angry kitty sound, but only raise your hand 
when you do hear words that end with the angry kitty sound. 
Ready? 
Teacher:: Gruff Woof Ball Stiff 
Fine. Gruff 1 Woof 1 and stiff do end with the angry kitty 
sound, so you raised your hand. ~did not so you didn't 
raise your hand for that one. 
Here are some more words. Listen very carefully and re-
member you are to raise your hand only for the ones that 
end with the angry kitty sound. 
Gulf Fluff Tariff 
Fine. Gulf, fluff and tariff all end with the angry kitty 
SJ und 3 soyou raised your hando T.~E did not, so you did 
not raise your hand for that word. 
Teacher:. Now we are going to play a game with some pictures, I 
will say the names of the pictures. Some of the names 
of the pictures will end with the angry kitty sound and 
some will not. You will have to listen very carefully 
for this time I will not be able to help you. 
FINAL F (2) 
Ps.ss out test papers and markers. The first row is a san:pleo 
Teacher:- Look at the pictures on your paper. Put your marker under 
the fir~t row of pictures as we did before. 
You will look at the pictures while I will say their n~e 
and draw lines through ones that end with the angry kitty 
sound. 
Remanber only draw lines through the ones that end with 
the angry kitty sound. Ready? 
Leaf 
'i5i"d'""Leaf end with the angry kitty sound'l Yes, it did so 
you WIIr have a line through leaf. 
Here is another word. Don't let me fool you now. 
Knife 
Knife does end with the angry kitty sound so you will have 
a mark through it. (Check the papers and see if the children 
are marking c orrec tly. ) 
Ready for the next word? 
Roof 
Did roof end with the angry kitty sound? Yes, it did. 
Did you draw a line through it? Fine. 
Here is another word. Ready1 
Ball 
-
Did ball end with the angry kitty sound't No, it didn't, so 
you did not draw a line through that. 
TEST 
Teacher: Now I'll say some words and remember to mark only the ones 
that end with the angry kitty sound. Put your marker 
under the second row. Ready? 
Calf Chief Wolf' 
--
Put your marker under the next row. Ready? 
Hoof Scarf Cuff Robe 
Put your marker under the next row. Ready? 
Muff Mouth Elf 
-
Now look at the last row. Ready? 
Shelf Laugh Stove Loaf 
INITIAL S 
DIRECTIONS: 
Show picture or a tea kettleo 
Teacher; 
Teacher: 
Teacher: 
Teacher: 
Teacher: 
Teacher: 
Teacher: 
Teacher: 
Teacher: 
Here is a picture of a tea kettle. Do you have one or 
these at your house? Well, I doo And mine makes a funny 
noise when the water inside is hot, very hot. It says,-·· 
s-s-s-a-s-s, does yours? Letrs pretend that we all have 
tea kettles that are hot. (All say s-s-s-) 
Now watch my mouth while I am the tea kettle. See the tip 
or my tongue right behind my top t&eth on that little ridge? 
My lips are open and my teeth are together. I can reel that 
breeze as I play the tea kettle. Let's all be tea kettles 
and see if you can feel the breeze on our hands. 
Now shall we listen very carefully again as I say some 
words that have the tea kettle sound in the very beginning 
Listen carefully. 
(The following words emphasiZ"ing the beginning sounds.) 
see sit aoon sound 
Did you hear the tea kettle sound? Did you see the t~p 
of my tongue right behind my top teeth, on that little 
ridge? My lips are open and my teeth are together and I 
could feel that little breeze. 
Letts all say the words that begin with the tea kettle 
sound, and see if your tongue tickles the ridge in your 
mouth and you can feel a breeze. 
see sit soon sound 
Did you feel the breeze on your-hinds? wasn't that fun? 
Here are some more words that gegin with the tea kettle 
sound. Say them after me. 
~ soup six sat 
-
Now you will have to listen very carefully to the words 
that I'm going to say. Some of the words begin with the 
tea kettle sound and some do not. I want you to raise your 
hands every time you hbar a word that begins with the tea ket~ 
kettle sound. Dontt let me fool you. You will hear words 
that do not begin with the tea kettle sound, but onmy 
raise your hand when you do hear words that begin with the 
tea kettle sound. Ready? 
suit saucer bat same 
-
Teacher: Fine. suit, saucer, and same do begin with the tea kettle 
sound. -so-you raised your fianda for those words. Bat 
did not begin with the tea kettle sound so you did not 
raise your hand for that. 
Teacher: Here are some more words. Listen very carefully and 
remember you are to raise your hand only for the onea 
that begin with the tea kettle sound. Ready? 
Sall¥ top seashore sew 
Fineo Sall¥ 1 seaShOre and sew" all begin witn-fhe tea 
kettle sound and so you rOTSed your hands. Toa did not 
and so you didn't raise your hand for that wor • 
Now we are going to play a game with some pictures. I 
will say the names of the picturea. Some or the pictures 
will begin with the tea kettle sound and some will not. 
You will have to listen very carefully because this time 
I will not be able to help youo 
s out test papers and markers. The first row is a sample) 
Look at the pictures on your paper. Put your marker 
under the first row of pictures. (Be sure all pupils 
have the proper placement.) 
You will look at the pictures while I will say their names 
You draw lines through the ones that begin with the tea 
kettle sounde Remember only draw lines through the ones 
that begin with tha tea kettle sound. Ready? 
Sees.aw 
kettle sound. Remembe:l:', only draw lineR> th-:-o,J.gh the ones that 
begin w:i. th the tea kettle so'J.ndc Ready? 
See sow 
Dia-~esaw begin with the tea kettle sound? Yea, it 
did~soyou will have a line through i~o 
Teacher: Here is another wordo Don't let me fool you now~ 
San-l:;a 
Eran-fa does begin with the tea kettle so~~d so you will 
nave·-a mark th't'ough i te (Check papers to see that the 
children are marking correctly.) 
Teacher: Ready for the next word? 
SoE'.p 
m:cr-.-:OB.D begj n with the tea kettle sound? Yes.. Did 
..... -.-.A..,. you araw a line through it? Fine~ 
4 
Teacher~ Here is another word. Ready? 
Teacher: 
Teachers 
Teacher: 
Teacher: 
Milk 
IDIC did not begin with the tea kettle sound so you 
ara--not draw a line through it. 
TEST 
Now I•ll say some words, artd remember to mark only the 
that begin with the tea kettle sounde Ready? 
sclsaors ~!?-~ lamb saw 
---- -~- -
Put your marker under the next row, Ready? 
saddle slnk comb $ail 
-··-- -
Put your marker under the next row. Ready? 
Sue zoo sandwich sun 
- - -· 
Now leok at the last row. 
soda fox socks seal 
- -
ones 
FT.!T.AL S 
DIRECTIONS: 
TeacherL Now our tea kettle ~ound is going to come at the end or 
some word8 c P.emembe1 .. how my lips were open and my 
teeth are together and I can reel the breeze as I play 
the tea kettle. 
Teacher: Listen very carerully while I say some words that end 
with the tea kettle soundo Listeno 
The following words emphasiz-ing the endj.ng soundv 
class IT12.ss thj.s voice 
Teacher: Did you hear the tea kettle sound? Did you sea my lips 
open and my teeth together? Letts all say the words 
that end with the tea kettle aoundQ 
class misa 'Clbj.s v:.)ice 
-- -
Teacher: Here are some other words that end with the tea kettle 
sound. Say them arter me~ 
us ~ ru~ :pasm 
Teacher: Did your tongue tickle the roor of your mouth and did 
you reel the breeze? 
Teacher: Now you will have to listen very carerully to Horda that 
I am going to say. Some or the words end with the tea 
kettle sound and some of them do not end with the tea 
kettle sound. I want you to t raise your handa every 
time you hear a word that doe$ end with the tea kettle 
sound. Now don't let me rool you. You will hear words 
that do not end with the tea dettle sound, but onmy raise 
your hand when you hear a word that ends with the tea 
dettle sound. Ready? 
slice throw hi as 
-
Teacher: Fine. Cats, slice and hisa do end with the tea kettle 
sound, so-you raised your handB for those words. Throw 
did not end with the tea kettle sound se you did not · 
raise your hand for that word. 
Teacher: Here are some more worda. Listen very carerully nad 
remember you are tc raise your hands only for the onea 
that end with the tea kettle sound. 
chops race 
Fine. russ, chops, and race all end with the tea kettle sound 
so you raised your hand. Ball did not end with the tea 
kettle sound, so you did not raise your handse 
Teacher: Now we are going to play with some picturea. I will say 
the names or the pictures. Some of the names of the 
pictures will end with the tea kettle sound and s~me 
will nots You have to listen very carerully because 
this time I will not be able to help ~ou$ 
Pass out test papers and markers. First row is a sample. 
Teacher: Look at the pictures on your paper. Put your marker 
under the rirst row of pictures. (Check pupils) 
Teacher: You will look at the pictures whi~e I say their names. 
Draw lines through the ones that end with the tea kettle 
sound. Ready? 
House 
Didliouse end with the tea kettle sound. Yes it did, so 
you will have a line through ~~· 
Teacher: Here is another word. Don 1 t let me fool you now. 
Horse 
Finnl S Contipued 
Teacher: Horse does. end 
a mark through 
' I l ' 
with ~h~ ten.~ettle ~ound, 
it. (CH~c¥ their papers) so you wi11 have 
Teacher: Ready for the next word? 
Needle 
Teacher: Needle did not end with the teo. kettle sound so you did not 
draw a line through it. 
Teacher: Here is another word. Ready? 
dress 
Teacher: Did dress; end with the tea kettle sound? Yea, did you 
draw a ITne through it? Fine • 
TEST 
reacher: Now I'll say some words and remember to mark only the ones 
that end with the tea kettl'e sound. Put your marker under 
the second row. Ready? 
Lace lettuce boots broom 
--
Teacher: Put your marker on the next row. Ready? 
Fence wreath face lips 
Teacher: Put your marker under the next row. Ready? 
Grass buzz bus fireplace 
reacher: Now look at the last row. 
Ice mouse mouth glass 
INITIAL R SOU\TD 
DIRECTIONS: 
SHOW A PICTURE OF PLA~m. 
Teacher: Have you ever had a ride in an airplane, Or visited an 
airport? Even ~f you haven't, I'm sure you have seen 
one of these o \vhen th:ts fellow starts up he says, r-r-rr 
Let's pretend we are airplanes, s.tarting up. (Repeat r-rr 
Teacher: Now I want you to listen as I tell you where my tongue is 
while I'm playing airplane. The sides of my tongue touch 
my top teeth on both sides and the tip of my tongue is 
pointed up and a little forward. Letts try it and you 
tell me where your tongue is. Remember. Keep your mouth 
half smiling. All do it. 
Teacher: Listen very carefully. I am going to say some words that 
begin with the airplane sound. Watch my mouth too. 
Teacher: rub ran red 
-
Teacher: Did you hear the airplane sound? Did you see my mouth 
open and half smiling? Let's all say the words beginn-
ing with the airplane sound. 
rub 
-
ran 
-
red right 
Teacher: Here are some other words that begin with the airplane 
sound. Say them after je. 
rain rob room race 
-
~ Teacher: Did your mouth do the same thing as mine? Fun, wasntt it? 
Teacher: Now you will have to listen very carefully to the worda 
I'm going to say. Some of the words begin with the air-
plane sound and some do not begin with the airplane sound. 
I want you to raise your hand every time you hear a word 
that does begin with the airplane sound. Don't let me 
fool you. You will hear words that do not begin with the 
airplane sound, but only raise your hand when you do hear 
words that begin with the airplane sound. Ready? 
Teacher: ride read puppy rib 
- -
Fine. Ride, read, and rib do begin with the airplane 
sound so-yQu raised your~nds for those words. Pubpy 
did not begin with the airplane sound so you did no 
raise your hand for that. 
Teacher: Here are some more words. Listen very carefully and 
remember you are to raise your hand only for the ones that 
begin with the airplane sound. 
Teacher: 
Teacher: 
run round coat 
Fine 0 ~~ roun1, and ~hp all began with the airplane 
sound so you raised your anda. Coat did not, so you 
didn't raise your hand for that wordo 
Now we are going to play a game with some pictures. I 
will say the names of the pictures. Some of the names 
of the pictures will begin with the airplane sound and 
some will noto You will have to listen very carefully 
because this time I will not be able to help yoc. 
s out the test papers and markers. The first row is a sample. 
Look at the plctures. on your paper. Put your marker 
under the first rov.r of plcturcso (Be sure that all 
pupila have proper placcmente) 
You w:tll look r..t. "':;he p~.('.tures while I will say their 
names~ :Dx-aw a l:;.r,c· o~:;:·r~uus.h the ones that begin with the 
airpln~.E sotl:1dc: 
INITIAL R·souND 
Continued 
Teacher: Remember, only draw lines through the ones that begin 
with the airplane sound. Ready? 
Rattle 
-
Did !_~,!_;_!J:e. beglbn with the airplane sound? Yes., it did, 
s,o you ·w:I.Yl have a line throug.h !'~~ttl:.~c 
Teacher: Here is another wordo Dontt let me fool you now0 
Rope 
Rope does begin with the airplane sound, so you will have 
a-mark throu~~ ito (Check papers to see if the children 
are marking correctly.) 
Teacher: Ready for the next word? 
Rue 
Did rus begin with the airplane soumd? Yes. Did you 
draw a line through it? Fineo 
Teacher: Here is another word. Ready? 
Pipe 
Kf:pe did not begin with the airplane sound_.. so you do not 
aw a line through it. 
TEST 
-
Teacher: Now I'll say some words, and remember only to mark a word 
that begins with the airplane sound. Put your marker 
under the second row. Ready? 
radio valentine roof reindeer 
-
Teacher: Put your marker under the next row. Ready? 
rubbers robe rabbit kite 
- -
Teacher: put your marker under the next row. Ready? 
rooster wreath lake rake 
-
Teacher: Now look a~ the last row. Ready? 
robin rose 
-
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